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Hi Doc
I have a tortoise
Good afternoon from now sunny NJ! Lol
We have a rat, two cats, and an axolotl... (google it)!
And whoever is in Hawaii - enjoy a very long nap after this
session!
I LOVE axilotls!
My day is just starting :) here in Honolulu
My daughter wants to go to Kate’s house. She has an axolotl
mug she loves them so much!
#10YearsofJA !!
Congrats on JA Building on its vision and helping us all
@Diana On behalf of all of us at JA, it is a joy!! Really
meaningful work to support this community of practice emphasis on community!!!
We are happy to be a new member of this group as of July.
Great stuff!
@Kate and the Brady Bunch-- Great having JA 3 co-founders
and Chris from CDR speak at CMELIVE and share your strategies
and vision in August too!
Kate, Dimitra, Kathy, Marcia, Austen, Lisa, Daniel, Greg, Chris:
Thank you for this excellent 2 days. This virtual format was so
great. I KNOW (we all know) how much work putting together
a quality conference. So - thank you for all you do! Dee
And Melody!!
Mahalo to all of you, the JA team and the participants!
Informative and encouraging. Great community. Sending
Aloha to you all.
Thanks to all the team at JA for putting together an informative
virtual conference.
Will share the info presented at this Summit with the
stakeholders within our org
Would like to change the composition of our planning
committee to include more diversity.
Find my organizations Diversity and Inclusion Committee;
propose starting one in our unit Next, build our team-creating
trainings to include the greater community of clinicians in Bay
Area, State and Nationally
We will be working on our strategic plan and will definitely
diversity, inclusion, and wellness strategies.
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We'll be preparing a report from the summit, so you can share
with stakeholders.
we made a decision to have IPCE be the default for educational
programming and have planners opt out and check a reason
why
In addition to updates within our department and planning
committees, I'm planning on connecting with my VP to discuss
IPCE at the corporate level because she is the CNO and VP over
Quality & Patient Experience.
Thanks to the members in my Breakout Group. We are going to
strategize a plan to prepare for commendation.
From Joint Accreditation (Kate): 1) consider how best to reflect
equity, diversity and inclusion in our JA criteria so that we can
make meaningful change; 2) identify other ways to support this
community of practice.
we may consider adding a place on our speaker bio forms to
have them describe their experience around diversity
One other thing I took away is to make sure we include topics
on diversity in case studies
We are working on our diversity among our faculty. started
with looking at course make up of male/female. Moving
towards collecting optional data at time of faculty disclosure.
it will be a priority to streamline processes, reduce
administrative burden for both internal (IPCE staff) and external
stakeholders (departments)
Jan Wong- That is exciting!
Thank you.
Thank you. This was great!
@Kathy - I so appreciate the approach of the JA Accreditors!
You are understanding, supportive of change and innovation.
I've approached a non-JA accreditor about updates and ideas in
the past and I have since felt like we've been punished for
sharing those ideas.
Thank you, this was fabulous
Thank you for an outstanding conference! This was
wonderful.
Indeed fabulous and community-building!
@Jessica - I've had the exact same experience. I'm so excited
and energized by the JA Accreditors and their approach!
thank you for allowing those of us in the application process to
participate. This was all extremely helpful!
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Need this chat feature available 24/7 with JA
providers/accreditors to connect/share/ask for ideas . . . :)
Mahalo everyone!
Thank you! Excellent Summit!
This was great! Hope we can keep it online so our whole team
can attend!
Thank you! This was so helpful.
Agreed Abby.
Thank you for an excellent JA Leadership Summit experience!
Thank you all for spending your time with us...and for what you
are doing in IPCE...stay safe and well!
Thank you for an informative summit. This has been quite
helpful!
Job well done to JA. And thanks to everyone!
Quyanaa! (Thank you!) I appreciate all the information sharing
Thanks everyone!
Thank you! Excellent conference!!
Thank you JA Leadership for hosting!
Great to be here! Thanks everyone!
Thank you all for your inspiring leadership!
A final reminder that materials can be found here:
https://jointaccreditation.org/2020-joint-accreditationleadership-summit
Thank you for the insights and leadership over the past couple
of days! So appreciated! Enjoy your weekend ahead!

JA Leadership - I've been to many of these, and I'm so
impressed that in the midst of such major upheaval, you've
delivered on the best one yet! Thanks!
Amy Bernard:
Bravo to those involved in the planning of this program! Nailed
it!
Dody Angelini - Relias Thank you for a great summit.
LLC:
Mary Strong:
great job everyone!

